Junctions in the central nervous system of the cat. IV. Interendothelial junctions of cerebral blood vessels from selected areas of the brain.
Interendothelial membrane contacts in different segments of brain blood vessels were investigated by the freeze-etching technique. The study demonstrated that the endothelial cells of the pre- and postcapillary segments were coupled by elaborate zonulae occludentes. These tight junction formations encompassed gap junctions of different sizes and distribution. The globules of the pre- and postcapillary tight junctions revealed a great fragility which led to an atypical distribution of the sealing elements. In the "typical" brain capillaries the endothelial cells were connected by continuous tight junctions. In contrast to the structural continuity of these formations the fenestrated segments of capillaries in the choroid plexus and area postrema demonstrated discontinuous fasciae occludentes. They were composed of rows of individual particles which should be regarded primarily as focal in nature.